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Introduction: The KineSpring implant system has been shown to provide load reductions at 

the medial compartment of the knee, and has demonstrated clinical success in reducing pain 

and increasing function in patients with medial knee osteoarthritis. These results depend on the 

ability of the KineSpring to rotate, lengthen, and shorten to accommodate knee motions, and in 

response to knee position and loading.

Purpose: The present study was undertaken to determine length changes of the implanted 

KineSpring in response to a range of knee positions, external knee loads, and placements by 

different orthopedic surgeons.

Materials and methods: KineSpring system components were implanted in ten cadaver 

leg specimens by ten orthopedic surgeons, and absorber-length changes were measured under 

combined loading and in different positions of the knee.

Results and conclusion: Spring compression consistent with knee-load reduction, and device 

lengthening and shortening to accommodate knee loads and motions were seen. These confirm 

the functionality of the KineSpring when implanted medially to the knee.
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Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a widespread disease that is affecting ever-younger patients 

with increasing frequency. This has spurred research efforts to reduce pain, preserve 

joints, delay replacement, and where possible restore joint function. High loads across 

the medial compartment of the OA knee in particular have been linked to both disease 

severity1,2 and progression,3 and so reduction of the loads at the knee is the basis for 

a number of potentially successful OA treatments, such as wedge insoles, braces,4–23 

and high tibial osteotomy.24–27 A novel approach to reduce loads across the medial 

knee compartment is offered by the KineSpring system (Moximed, Hayward, CA, 

USA), which has been in clinical use for unicompartmental knee OA patients since 

mid-2008.

KineSpring treatment has resulted in pain relief and functional improvement in 

clinical studies with medium-term follow-up,28,29 and the active load reduction of the 

system has been demonstrated in biomechanical studies.30,31 The KineSpring reduces 

the load on the medial compartment through compression of its absorber at low knee-

flexion angles, and accommodates knee motion via two ball-and-socket joints and a 

sliding piston (Figure 1). The ball-and-socket joints and sliding piston of the implant 

allow rotations and translations between the femoral and tibial bases in every direc-

tion, thereby accommodating knee motions.
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Femoral base

Ball-and-socket joint

Ball-and-socket joint

Tibial base
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(knee extension) Knee flexion

Absorber

Figure 1 schematic views of the Kinespring system and its components implanted medially to the knee (right knee shown). note the compression of the absorber (active 
load-carrying) in knee extension (left image), and the elongation of the absorber (passive, non-load-carrying) in flexion (right image).

Table 1 specimen and donor information

Specimen 
#

Left/right Donor information Lower leg 
length (mm)

Comments on tissues around 
kneeAge  

(years)
Sex BMI  

(kg/(m2))
Cause of death

1 Right 53 Male 31 cardiopulmonary 
arrest

525 –  all tissue structures around knee 
visibly intact

2 left 53 Female 28 Melanoma 450 –  all tissue structures around knee 
visibly intact

3 and 4 left and right 98 Female 21 Pulmonary hTn 440 –  Medial tissue structures of both 
knees (Mcl/medial joint capsule) 
visibly absent/ruptured*

5 left 66 Male 18 Esophageal  
cancer

500 –  all tissue structures around knee 
visibly intact

7 left 72 Female 16 Renal failure 440 –  all tissue structures around knee 
visibly intact

8 Right 77 Female 21 lung cancer 480 –  all tissue structures around knee 
visibly intact

9 Right 97 Male 19 small-bowel 
obstruction

550 –  all tissue structures around knee 
visibly intact

6 and 10 left and right 82 Male 23 chF, caD 485 –  all tissue structures around knee 
visibly intact

Note: *This is a contraindication for the implant. 
Abbreviations: BMi, body mass index; hTn, hypertension; chF, coronary heart failure; caD, coronary artery disease; Mcl, medial collateral ligament.

Since the KineSpring is a novel prosthesis representing 

a different approach to OA treatment via joint-load reduc-

tion, questions, speculation, and misconceptions32 about its 

articulation and function exist. Additionally, the impact of 

surgical variability and joint stability on device function has 

not been reported.

The purpose of the present study was therefore to experi-

mentally assess the compression–elongation function of 

the KineSpring after implantation on a number of cadaver 

specimens by a number of surgeons and subjected to quanti-

fied motions and external loads. Implantation of KineSpring 

components into a series of ten cadaver legs by ten different 

surgeons was followed by loading and manipulating each leg 

to place the knee in a variety of positions and under various 

external loads. Through measurement of the resulting device 

length, the accommodation of variations in surgical place-

ment and anatomy, as well as different knee positions and 

loadings, by the KineSpring can be demonstrated.

Materials and methods
To determine the length changes of the absorber as a function 

of knee position and external loads, testing was carried out 

on cadaver knee specimens with the implant in place. Ten 

cadaver specimens, each consisting of a right or a left leg from 

the mid-shaft of the femur to the foot were used (Table 1). The 

specimens were utilized in a cadaveric  laboratory surgical 
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Figure 2 KineSpring system implanted on a cadaver knee (superficial layers have been resected (femoral and tibial incisions extended to meet each other above the absorber) 
for measurement access and visualization). shown are a tibial base (on the left-hand side of the image), an absorber (including sockets and spring), and a femoral base (on the 
right-hand side of the image). Also shown are some of the locking screws (blue) and cancellous screws (silver) used to fix the bases in place.

skills training course in which ten surgeons were carrying 

out their first KineSpring implantation after didactic lectures 

and under supervision.

During implantation, specimen numbers 3 and 4 (see 

Table 1) were found to have deficient medial knee structures 

(medial collateral ligament, medial joint capsule), allowing 

visualization directly into the knee joint in these two  specimens. 

Even though KineSpring is not indicated in cases with soft-

tissue deficit, such as this, the KineSpring device was implanted 

into these specimens to gain insight into surgical feasibility and 

the effect of joint instability on device function.

Each of ten orthopedic surgeons implanted the Kine-

Spring device (Figure 2) into a different cadaver specimen. 

Implantations were performed according to the KineSpring 

surgical technique in a simulated surgical setting (Academy 

for Medical Training and Simulation, Muttenz, Switzerland) 

with standard orthopedic instruments and an instrument pack 

specifically designed for implantation of the KineSpring 

system (1-4022 KineSpring Procedure Pack). The surgical 

technique describes the proper positioning of the femoral 

base plate and correct alignment of the absorber under radio-

graphic visualization, and fixation with bone screws of the 

femoral and tibial bases to the femur and tibia, respectively. 

The KineSpring is held at its nominally compressed length 

(equal to 4 mm of absorber compression) during implanta-

tion, and the bases are fixed to the bones while the knee is at 

or near 0° of flexion with the device held at this length. After 

base fixation, the absorber is released and allowed to lengthen 

and compress freely during use, as determined by the femoral 

pivot point location and the position of the knee.

Between implantation and testing, the implant compo-

nents were temporarily removed and the legs were stored 

frozen. Prior to testing, the legs were fully thawed, and the 

proper fixation of the bases to the bones was checked. For the 

purposes of the test, the femoral and tibial access incisions 

along the medial side of the knee were extended to meet 

each other above the absorber to allow visual and instrument 

access to the absorber.

A 10–15 cm length of the proximal femoral shaft of each 

leg was exposed and held firmly within a stainless steel tube by 

radially opposing bolts (Figure 3). A sphere (∼5 cm in diameter) 

welded to the end of the tube was clamped within a vise bolted 

to a post fixed to the test table. In this way, the femoral end of 

each leg was able to be fixed against translation and rotation dur-

ing testing, and was able to be rotated as needed by temporarily 

loosening the vise around the sphere. The rest of the leg was free 

to rotate at the knee and ankle. An apparatus for load application 

was placed on each leg (Figure 3). The apparatus consisted of 

a partial boot (P.F.S.™ Plantar  Fasciitis Night Splint; Bird and 

Cronin, Eagan, MN, USA), which cradled and held the foot 

firmly and immobilized the ankle, and a board bolted to the sole 

of the boot along with an arrangement of straps, which allowed 

for quantified application of loads and moments (Figure 3).

A true lateral fluoroscopic image (true lateral is defined as 

when the posterior and distal aspects of the medial and lateral 

femoral condyles are superimposed in the view) was taken of 

each knee at 0° of knee flexion. The femoral pivot-point loca-

tion is at the center of the femoral ball-and-socket joint, and 

this point is defined by the surgeon during the implantation 

procedure as being on the medial femoral epicondyle between 

2 and 4 mm from the approximate center of Blumensaat’s line 

as it appears projected onto a sagittal plane in the lateral fluo-

roscopic image. The distances of the femoral pivot-point loca-

tion to the distal and posterior condyle edges were measured 

in those fluoroscopic images, and the ratio of distal distance 

to posterior distance was calculated for each knee (Table 2). 

Comparison of the lateral-view fluoroscopic images between 

specimens allowed the variation in implantation position 

among specimens and surgeons to be characterized.

The loading conditions were as follows (Figure 4):

•	 a 45 lbf (200 N) compressive axial load at the foot (along 

the femoral axis)

•	 a 26 Nm varus or valgus moment (about an anteroposte-

rior axis at the knee)

•	 a 3 Nm internal or external rotation moment (about the 

tibial longitudinal axis).
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A

B
Foot in boot

Strap for V/V
loading

Strap(s) for axial loading

Boot with board

Board Femur in
holder

Strap(s) for axial loading

Figure 3 apparatus used to hold the specimen for load application.
Notes: (A) The apparatus alone; (B) a leg placed into the apparatus for testing.

The 45 lbf (200 N) axial load represents a load exceeding 

the nominal maximum 30 lbf (133 N) force carried by the 

absorber at its nominal minimum (4 mm compressed) length, 

which occurs around 0° of knee flexion. Zero degrees of knee 

flexion is the leg position corresponding to the heel-strike por-

tion of the gait cycle. The 26 Nm of varus or valgus moment 

represents around 60% of the peak external knee-adduction 

moment reported during gait.1,33–35 The 3 Nm of internal or 

external rotation moment represents the value at which a 

plateau of the data for rotation versus moment was reported 

to have been reached during in vivo knee-rotation testing.36

The length of the absorber was measured with calibrated 

calipers for knee angles (as measured by a goniometer) of 

full hyperextension (terminal extension, if different from 0° 

flexion), 0° (straight leg), 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°, and full flex-

ion of the unloaded leg. At 0° of knee flexion, axial load and 

moments were applied individually and in combination, and 

the absorber length corresponding to each of these  loading 

conditions was also measured. Absorber-length change was 

calculated as the difference between the measured length 

in a given position and the measured free length of the 

absorber (all components in contact, but no compression of 

the absorber spring) (Figure 5).

Changes in absorber length versus knee-flexion angle and 

changes in absorber length versus applied load were compiled 

for the specimens to determine the compression–elongation 

functionality of the device.

Results
The effects of variability of the specimens in combination 

with variability of implantations by the surgeons can be 

seen in the variation of implant position. The position of the 

implant, as measured by the location of the femoral compo-

nent on the femur, is shown in Table 2. With the exception of 

the low value (0.38), the remaining position-ratio values are 

relatively closely grouped (ranging from 0.6 to 0.84). This is 

reflected in the relatively small sample standard deviation of 

0.142 from a sample mean of 0.71 (Table 2).
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Table 2 Variability in implantation as measured by femoral 
component position in a true lateral view. D is the distance from 
the femoral ball center to the distal edge of the femoral condyles, 
P is the distance from the femoral ball center to the posterior 
edge of the femoral condyles, and the ratio (D/P) is a measure of 
the implant position on the femur

Specimen Ratio (D/P)

1 0.74
2 0.38
3 0.84
4 0.79
5 0.74
6 0.77
7 0.84
8 0.60
9 0.61
10 0.78
sample
 Mean 0.71
 Maximum 0.84
 Minimum 0.38
 sample standard deviation 0.142

Varus m
oment

Axia
l lo

ad

External
rotation

moment

Internal
rotation

moment

Valgus m
oment

Figure 4 schematic depiction of load and moments applied to each leg specimen.

The absorber-length change as a function of knee-flexion 

angle is shown in Figure 6. A trend of increasing absorber 

length with increasing flexion was seen for all specimens. The 

absent medial structures in knees 3 and 4 resulted in those knees 

by default taking on a more valgus angulation during flexion 

than the other knees, which caused the increase in absorber 

length most evident around 45° of knee flexion (Figure 6). 

The amount of length change at any given flexion angle varied 

among the specimens, and the smallest variation occurred at 0°. 

The 95% confidence interval calculated from the data for the 

knees at 0° of flexion indicated uniform compression of the 

absorber (shortening of the absorber relative to its free length) 

at that knee position. This absorber compression remained for 

flexion of the knee less than around 15°. At around 15° of knee 

flexion, the implanted absorber was at its free length, and for 

knee flexion above 15°, the implanted absorber elongated from 

its free length (Figure 6).

Absorber-length changes corresponding to different 

external loading conditions at a given knee angle (0°) are 

shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, including the data from 

specimens 3 and 4 substantially increases the absorber-length 

changes when a valgus moment is applied. This is because 

of the increased valgus laxity in those two knees, due to their 

absent medial soft-tissue structures. A statistical comparison 

using a paired t-test analysis for the cases of no axial load and 

axial load of 45 lbf (200 N) for each specimen indicated no 

significant differences between the absorber length with or 

without the axial load, except for the case of internal rotation, 

when data from specimens 3 and 4 were included.

The loading conditions that resulted in the largest absorber-

length change were the varus and valgus moments. For test 

runs both with and without axial load applied, the absorber-

length changes due to the application of varus and valgus 

moments, both separately and in conjunction with internal 

or external rotation moments, resulted in significantly larger 

absorber-length changes than for no applied moments and for 

internal and external rotational moments applied separately. 

Application of a varus moment, with or without a concurrent 

internal or external rotation moment, resulted in an absorber-

length decrease compared to the neutral condition (Figure 7). 

Application of a valgus moment, with or without a concurrent 

internal or external rotation moment, resulted in an absorber-

length increase compared to the neutral condition (Figure 7). 

The observation that internal and external  rotational moment 
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Figure 6 Absorber-length change as a function of knee-flexion angle. The curve and data points represent the mean value of the data from the specimens, and the bars at 
each data point indicate the 95% confidence interval for the mean based on the sample standard deviation. The dashed curve and interval lines are calculated including the 
data from leg specimens 3 and 4, and the solid curve and interval lines are calculated excluding the data from leg specimens 3 and 4.

Figure 5 Examples of absorber length measurement.
Notes: (A) Measurement of free length of absorber; (B) Measurement of absorber length during testing.

has relatively little effect on absorber-length change was also 

quantified by a paired t-test analysis that showed no significant 

differences between combined loading cases for which pres-

ence or absence of internal or external rotational moments 

were the only difference (Figure 7).

Discussion
The goal of the KineSpring system is to apply accepted 

approaches of load reduction, joint conservation, and 

motion preservation to the clinical treatment of medial 

compartmental degenerative joint disease.37,38 Whenever 

the absorber-length is longer than or equal to its free length, 

the spring within the absorber is uncompressed, and the 

KineSpring is passive and carries no load. Whenever the 

absorber-length is shorter than its free length, the spring 

within the absorber is compressed, and the KineSpring is 

active, carrying a portion of the load passing through the knee 

joint. The present study demonstrates that the KineSpring 

functions when implanted at the knee by compressing (and 

thereby providing active load-carrying capacity) in a portion 

of the knee-flexion range corresponding to heel strike in gait 

(0°–15° of knee flexion), and by lengthening and remaining 
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passive at higher  knee-flexion angles (.15°). This is true in 

spite of the variation in implant position across a number of 

surgeons and specimens. The functionality of the KineSpring 

is also demonstrated in the present study, as it consistently 

lengthened to accommodate valgus angulation under exter-

nal valgus moments, and shortened to accommodate varus 

angulation under external varus moments.

In general, the same loads and moments were applied to 

each specimen in the present study to ensure that load and 

moment magnitude did not become an additional variable 

possibly affecting the results. Although the magnitude of the 

axial load applied in the present study was relatively low in 

relation to body weight or loads occurring during common 

activities, such as gait, it was felt to be appropriate, since it 

is equal to 150% of the nominal maximum force carried by 

the implant.

It is expected that the effect of the axial load on the 

absorber-length may have been larger for a higher axial load. 

The length-change response to axial load application, how-

ever, seemed to have more to do with whether the application 

of the axial load resulted in a greater or lesser amount of varus 

or valgus angulation at the knee than with the proximal/distal 

effect of the load on the joint itself. This can be seen in the 

small but somewhat paradoxical lengthening trend of the 

absorber with the addition of axial load. We believe that this 

was due to an increase in the valgus moment on the knee that 

may occur naturally with axial load application (and other 

data from the present study strongly support lengthening with 

increased valgus moment).

The magnitude of 26 Nm for the applied varus and valgus 

moments was chosen with the goal of this being sufficient 

to bring each leg specimen to its limit of varus or valgus 

laxity without damaging bony or soft-tissue structures at the 

knee. Since 26 Nm is approximately 60% of the peak knee-

adduction moment reported by other investigators,1,33–35 this 

seemed to be appropriate for those specimens with intact 

soft-tissue structures. In the structurally deficient specimens 

3 and 4, approaching 26 Nm seemed to initiate tearing of 

the remaining tissues, especially when applying valgus 

moments. For this reason, the varus and valgus moments 

applied to specimens 3 and 4 were limited to 18 Nm and 

13 Nm, respectively. Even at these lower varus and valgus 

moment levels, the absorber-length changes for specimens 

3 and 4 exceeded those seen when the larger moments were 

applied to the other specimens.

The magnitude of 3 Nm for the applied internal and 

external rotational moments was also chosen with the goal of 

this being sufficient to bring each leg specimen to its limit of 
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Figure 7 absorber-length change as a function of load and moment applied at 0° of knee flexion. The columns represent the mean values of the data from the specimens, 
and the lines on each column indicate the 95% confidence interval for the mean based on the sample standard deviation. The left column in each pair is the value without 
axial load, and the right column in each pair is the value with axial load. The lighter columns and dashed interval lines in the background are calculated including the data from 
specimens 3 and 4, and the darker columns and solid interval lines in the foreground are calculated excluding the data from specimens 3 and 4. a paired t-test was used to 
compare results from different loading cases. Significant differences (P,0.05 [not indicated]) were seen between the cases of no moments and internal or external rotation 
moments only, and each of the cases including varus and valgus moments. Including axial loads along with other load cases resulted in no significant differences (P.0.05), 
except for internal rotation when specimens 3 and 4 were included (*P=0.0257, as indicated).
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internal or external rotation laxity without damaging bony or 

soft-tissue structures at the knee. This magnitude of internal 

and external moment was shown by Coughlin et al to do just 

that,36 and this seems to be demonstrated also in the present 

study. The structurally deficient specimens 3 and 4 were 

subjected to the same magnitude of internal and external 

rotational moments as other specimens without apparent 

harm, but they did exhibit the largest excursions of all the 

specimens in response.

The effects of muscular stabilization of the knee to 

counteract the effects of external loads or to hold the knee 

in a given position were not included in this study. The likely 

effects of muscle loading would be 1) to decrease the angular 

deviation of the knee under external loads, tending to increase 

the varus, valgus, internal, or external rotations of the bones 

at the knee, which would have lessened the lengthening of 

the implant under those external loads; or 2) to fully close the 

femorotibial compartment, which around 0° of knee flexion 

would result in the implant being compressed to a length 

approaching or equaling its nominal implantation length 

(4 mm of compression).

The functionality of the KineSpring was shown across 

a number of specimens implanted by a number of different 

surgeons, and what may be especially noteworthy is that 

these were the first KineSpring implantations done by those 

surgeons. In spite of this, with the exception of a possible 

single outlier in position, the variation across the surgeons 

and specimens was relatively low. This suggests a robust 

surgical technique and implant design ensuring that its func-

tion of carrying load at low knee-flexion angles is maintained 

over a range of cases. The magnitude of this load-carrying 

capacity has been demonstrated by Gabriel et al in a previous 

study. That study also suggested that the amount of unload-

ing provided by the KineSpring can be clinically significant 

and is comparable to the amount of load reduction achieved 

with other OA treatments, such as weight loss, braces, and 

high tibial osteotomy.31

The actual clinical significance of the KineSpring as a 

treatment for medial knee OA has also been demonstrated in 

clinical studies with short- and medium-term follow-up.28,29 

Significant and substantial improvements in OA pain and 

knee function have been reported after 1 year and through 

follow-up periods up to 4 years.

We acknowledge several limitations in the present study. 

Among those is a relatively small sample size. Availability 

limited the number of specimens included, and during the 

study the sample size was further challenged by soft-tissue 

structure deficits in two of the specimens. In spite of this, 

the number of right- and left-leg specimens were equal, and 

they came from an equal number of male and female donors 

(five of each), spanning a range of ages (53–98 years old) 

and body mass index values (16–31).

Data collection and load and moment application were 

also subject to investigator interpretation and variations 

in setup between specimens of different length and girth. 

Although care was taken to double-check measurements 

and to apply loads and moments as consistently as possible, 

inconsistencies in angle and length measurements and in 

load and moment applications may have occurred. Some of 

the variation in the results may reflect this.

Additionally, the cadaver surgeries were done by ortho-

pedic surgeons who were implanting the KineSpring for the 

first time. Although this presented a good opportunity to 

observe potential variation in implantation at the start of any 

learning curve that may exist for the KineSpring, variations 

in placement due to inexperience may also be reflected in 

the results. This may be both a benefit and a drawback of 

the present study. Having each of these surgeons perform the 

implantation on a different leg in the present study allowed 

demonstration of function over a range of conditions rep-

resented by the particular surgeon–leg combinations. This 

approach, however, did not allow the effects of particular 

aspects of surgical technique or anatomy on function to be 

determined.

In spite of these limitations, the results were relatively 

consistent across the tested specimens and between subsets 

of the data gathered under different test conditions, indicat-

ing consistent function of the KineSpring. Independently, 

this function has been shown to effectively reduce the load 

in the OA knee during simulated gait, and patient data sug-

gest that it is a clinically relevant and effective treatment 

option for medial compartment OA. Even when loads and 

motions were applied in the present study to specimens 

with deficient medial structures, the implanted components 

remained intact and functional. Although surgical implanta-

tion would be contraindicated in patients with such medial 

structural deficiency and they would not be suitable can-

didates for the procedure, it is reassuring that the implant 

would seem to be capable of remaining safely intact and 

functional should such damage occur or be present in a 

KineSpring patient.

In summary, the implantable KineSpring load absorber 

has been shown to function by changing length in response 

to knee-flexion angle and loading across a number of dif-

ferent knees and after implantation by a number of different 

surgeons.
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